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Abstract

Propagation velocities of nomai zr ie~> in a mul-
tlfilanentary composite conductor have been measured
for a range of r-..ixnetic fields ai*d operatine currents.
The degree of thermal contact of the conductor with
the hellur. bath has been varied, the conductor having
been bare, insulated by a thin Formvar layer, or com-
pletely potted in wax. The reasnrfrents have been
compared with theory, and flood agreerert has been
achieved by suitably choosing the heat transfer coef-
ficient.

Superconductlnr, coils for toroidal plasmas must
be protected anainst excessive windln« temperatures
In the event of instabi l i t ies . The rate at which a
resistive zone spreads or contracts should be known.
The internal resistance tog*?cher with un extomai durp
resistance and a coordinatoci protection schene, deter-
mines the rate .it which heating takes place at any
point in the ra;;net.

The large size of superconducting coils required
for fusion reactors and the inaptitude of their losses
when pulsed Introduce new probiers of design. Scaling
from previous experiment anil theory is uncertain. The
current progra- studies propagation and recovery i.i a
series of superconductors of increasing size, in real-
ist ic cooling conditions, md in coils eventually as
large as 10-™. internal dianetnr, Tn this paper the
first tests are described, che inadequacies of exist-
ing theories are discussed, and irprovçjicnts are
defined winch allow the riesirn c{ large systems to
be undertaken vith more confidence.

Early theories of norm! zone propagation (Cherry
and (Ti tt Ionian ( 1 ); hroo**! and Rhodori ck (2) ; u'h'îtst one
and FoosO) referring to bare superconductors are help-
ful but no lonrer applicable. Vi^h-conductivlty
copper is bonded to :rake a corprsltc conductor achieve
stability und^r a wide range of possible conditions.
Stekly's early vork(£) is basic and s t i l l relevant
when the system is in the recovery p?odr?, as are the
works of Wilson(_5) and M<irtdock(̂ ). Unvewr, it is the
work of Kcllln(_7) and Altov(^O that has proved most
helpful In tfie present developrent of understanding.
Kellln proroned a theory for ccnposlte superconductors
that Included the effects of current sharing between
the copper and superconductor, but only save results
for ette simpler case of no current sharing. Altov's
results, though including the effects of current shar-
ing, are based on the assumption of material proper-
ties being Independent of temperature. Our analysis
includes the temperature variation of the material
properties ÜS well as current sharing. Calculations
are compared with measured result; both lor supercon-
ductors in good thern-al contact vi th heliun:, and for
superconductors thermally insulated.

Tn the description of the experiment below i t
will be. seen that several variables were kept under
very close control. uniform background fields vere
established and superconductor current was held
steady, or ramped at a constant rate. The effect
of the pulsed heater input on propagation was elimi-
nated over a large range of sample currents and
background fields, thus removing one more uncertainty

from the experimental condition.
The conductor used In these in i t ia l tests was

selected both out of convenience and applicability to
calculations: the analysis applies to a conductor
with many small filaments unifonr.ly distributed
throughout a high-conductivity copper n-atrix. A
photomicrograph of the tese conductor is shown in
Fig. 1 along with a tabulation of pertinent charac-
ter is t ics . »

CONDUCTOR CHARACTERISTICS

Cu' SC = 1.9 = I

resistivity = pCv (4.2) = 2.6 x IO'8 ßcm

do
 s 0.51 mm

twist pitch = Ip = 6.35 mm (LH twist)

number of filaments r N, « 348

Formvar insulation = 0.015 mm

Fig. i . Test Conductor and i ts Physical Parameters.

In the earliest stages of these experiments, we
decided to test a long sairple of conductor so that
sensitivity would be high and the effects of sample
nonuniformity could be separated out. At the same
titre, we wished Init ial ly to have a s tr ict ly one-
dimensional test . In the sense that there should be
no communication between points on adjacent turns of
the sampie. Thus, the sample was wound into a Vee-
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ave on a nlcarta tonner as shown In Flg. 2. Such
. ^ onfiguration gives maximum exposure to the helium
bach while preventing any portion of Che sample from
being contacted bv bubbles Rene raced in the lower cum;

Fig. 2. Mounted 4-meter Test Sample.

On this former, the sanale could be suspended in a 5"
ID dewar and inserted in a fi" bore, water-cooled,
copper solenoid capable of providing background fields
to 8.0T. Transport current was sunplied to the sample
by an externally programmed Kepco KS-100-8 power
supply. Volcages across several portions of the
helical sample were measured using co-wound voltage
taps of MO AWC Manganin wire» The time developrent
of these voltages vere monitored by a four-channel
Biomation Transient Waveform Recorder (Model 1015).
Propagation was initiated by a Manganln wire heater,
wrapped bifllarly around a 5-mir length of the sample.

As shown in Fig. 3, voltage taps were positioned
to give information on voltage as a function of time
and "cfme-of-flight" information for propagation
between various points. Our data has shown the impor-
tance of having both kinds of Information, especially
at low currents where propagation proceeds in a
faltering manner or at higher currents where the
effects of heating must he recorded. It can also be
seen in Fig. 3 that two pairs of voltage taps were
positioned on a portion of the sample that did not
include the heater while a third pair covered that
entire portion in addition to the short region where
the heater was wound. This allowed the effects of
heater input on propagation to be separated ouc.

Typically the effects of insulation on propagation
were observed by removing the Fortrvar lnsulat'.on from a
portion of the sample or potting a portion .'n grease,
etc. When this was done, the boundary betweu.i these
sections with different exposures to the helium hath
were usually located midway between a pair of voltage
taps to give nore clarity to the vcltage-time traces.
This arrangement of voltage taps in regions of differ-
ent exposure of the sample is illustrated in Fig. 3
and succeeding figures along with actual data demon-
strating the effect.

The traces shown in Fig. 3 represent propagation
with constant applied field of 6T and constant transport
current of 50A. Zone AB in this case was insulated
with 0,015mm Formvar as was the first half of zone BC.

:r- 121 \ /

PROPAGATION AT 6 TESLAS AND 50 AMPS
/-INSULATED/ BARE/

/ B / i 7C H

[—2 METERS—j-HM— - I M — |

(7-2 m/sec).

V8»

VXC(2I m/sec)

(72 m/sec)
-»-time

Fig. 3. Propagation in Insulated and Bare Zones.

The rest of zone KC was stripped bare. Velocities
extracted from the raw data are Indicated on the
a r t i s t ' s reprcduction of the oscilloscope traces.

The traces and reproductions thereof shown in
Fig. 4, i l lustrate the behavior of this particular
aanple when transport current is low. Instead of

VBC—
:V
VBC

LOW VELOCITY PROPAGATION

Xvfa INSULATED: BARE 7

B

2-7 M/SEC

time

Fig. 4. Intermittent Propagation at Low Velocity.



p. filiation velocities tending uniformly to zero
ai current fi lowered, tho normal 2tme propagates
in a falteritiR or hesitating manner, apparently
stopping completely for brief periods and then nroceed-
lng at a finite velocity. In such cases we choae as
the propagation velocity a value that was appropriate
to the sections of the V-t ti ice between pauses. As
can be see:\ from the fipure, V^ determined in this
manner would be quite different fror that taken from
a "time-of-f1i^ht" between A and B.

The data In Fig. 5 represent an instance when the
section of conductor between the first pair of voltage
taps was completely potted by fillinn up the groove
with wax. From this flp,ure It is apparent the propa^a-

V, v>BC
'AB

v,BC

POTTED/ INSULATED/ BARE

—time
Ftp. 5. Effect of Insulation .ind Potttnr, on Velocity.

tion velocity in the pottod section differs from that
in the section covrroti only by a thin laver of Fortwar
insulation by an arnnit sr.nll compared to the differ-
ence In velocities botven the insulated and hare
sections. This shnvs the thermal properties of a snail
amount of electrical iPKulation can have a larpe effect
on the velocitv of propagation.

Figure 6 dlsplavs tvplcal results of te9t3 with a
different type of pottinp. In tills cast:, a loose
fitt ine Teflon sleeve vas placed over second half (BC)
of the conductor and the sleeve filled with nil (Welch
Duo-Seal vacuum purp oi l ) . The Kormvnr Insulation on
the conductor in tills section had previouslv been
stripppd nvny over half of the lenc.th. Attain the
propagation velocitv in the potted section was not
greatly different from that with i nul at ion only.

Several othpr effrets am nnpnicnt in the data of
this figure. First, there is no noticeable change in
velocity ai the fron.', prooaRates across the insulated-
bare boundary Inside the frozen oil pottlnR. This is
Indicative of the fact that the tliciral properties of
Formvar and oil are not greatly different. Secondly,
the tops of the V-t traces arr not flat (one appears
flat because of amplifier saturation). The steady rise
of the trace after propagation Chr inh o. zone is com-
plete indicates a rise in matrix resistivity caused by
heating. Thirdly, an Indication of recovery ia ob-

tained by ramping down the transport current at s con-
stant rate after the entire sample Is normal. A break
in the V-t trace occurs st a point corresponding to a
"recovery current." Notice that recovery occurs at
different poincs In the Insulated and potced sections.

PROPAGATION AND RECOVERY

INSULATED"? TEFLON + OIL 7 - "BARE

SLOPE OF POWER
SUPPLY RAMP

-Mime

Fig. 6. Recovery During a Ramp-Tlovn of Current.

In summary, the parameters in the tr.easure»«ents lust
described were varied over wide ranpes. For exarnle,
background field »as varied from 5.5T to 7.5T, coollnp
environnent was varied fron corpletaly hare to ftillv
potted, and transport current was varied fror the r in i -
BUB necessary for propagation up Into the current
sharing reRlon (in some cases to the nuench current).
A complete set of data i l lustrat ine the effect of these
parameters is displayed in FIR. 7. One aspect of the
data not previously mentioned is alsr evident in this
finure. Direction of propagation relative co the cur-
rent direction u-as controlled, but vithin the accuracy
of our data, there is no apparent difference in veloc-
ity for the two current directions. Most obvious fro™
this plot is the trerr^ndous effect of a srall ancunt of
insulation on the wire and the relatively snail effect
of completely pottinp an already insulated vire.

The calculations are based on the theory of
Keilin(_7) and Altov(8) extended to includi' the
temperature variation of the h'aterial properties.
This theory la cnp-dlnensimal, the lateral variation
of temperature across the conductor betnc irnored.
Thin is a pood approximation in view of the hip'i thci—al
conductivity of copper and the fine state cf subdivision
of the superconductor. The theory takes into account
current sharlnr. between the superconductor and the
copper. "he crttic.il state theory of Bcan(^) and
London(1J2_* is used to describe the superconductor in
the current-sharing temperature ranpe. If the c r i t i -
cal current Is taken to vary linearly with temperature
T, the Joule power density increases linearly
between the temperature Tcs that marks the onset of
current sharing and the cri t ical temperature Tc r . For
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T * Tcs> t h e -Touls power density Is zero; for T > T c r ,
i t is constant at the value t t h.is when nil the c-jrrent
flows thro'igh che copper, '.'e have extended the V'eiijn-
Altov theory hy takiric the material properties to vary
with temperature in the followinr ways. The resistiv-
ity of copper is constant with temperature over the
temperature range of Interest in normal zone propaga-
tion. The thermal conductivity Is taken to vary
directly uith temperature, in accordance to tlie
Uiederrann-Franz lav, which is assured to apply tn the
background magnetic field(_l_l_). The specific he.it of
copper is taken a.s 0.628 « l<Wl + O.fii>9 « 10-3x3
.1 kg-1 K"̂ .(_12_) The specific heat of the superconduc-
tor has been taken from measurements of Zhasnlk{ 13)
done at zero field for Nb-48. B-v-t'̂ -Tl. If we assume
the thermodynamic cri t ical field of the superconductor
varies linearly vitli temperature (which it does fnr
temperatures close to the zero-field cri t ical tempera-
ture) i t is then possible, using thermodynarnie argu-
ments, to calculate the specific neat at non-zero
magnetic fields. Fig. 8 shows the results of such
calculations for 4 and 8 Tesla. The supercondueting-
normal transition, which at zero field is spread over
several tenths of a degree, Is sharp because of ideali-
zations present in the calculations.

Several quantities depend on the inaKnetic field,
namely, the cri t ical current, the cri t ical temperature,
and the resistivity of che copper (through the maraieco-
reslstlve effect). The cri t ical ceirporature has been
measured as a function of field for Mb-4«-wt%-Ti(_l£)
and Is veil reproduced by the linear expression
Ter - 9.09 - O.43SB, where Tc r Is In K and B in Tesla.
The cri t ical current density has also been measured
for the sam» material and can be well reproduced for
fields larger than 2 Tpsla by the expression
J c r - lu ' r (0.552 - O.O255B) » (Tcr - T), uhere JCI
is in anp p~2f ß j n Tesla, and Tcr and T In K. Over
the restricted range of magnetic fields used in the

Fig. 8. Specific Heat cf ^i-iS.B wtï Ti.

experln«?ncs reported here (5.5 to 7.5 Tesla), the
resistivity of the copper can be represented by che
linear expression p » <2.13 + 0.60rjB) « 1Ü"10 ohir-
m.(_15_) It should also br nntei! that the specific heat
of the conductor exhibits a slight dependence on the
rapietlc field through i t s dependence on the cri t ical
temperature. '•;.'.

The only quantity in the theory that cannot Ke"T '
specified beforehand is the heat transfer coefficient
betveen the conductor surface and the heliur hath.
This coefficient represents a complicated t lce-
dependent and possibly even hlstory-depemient heat
transfer process, and we feel that no adequate theory
exists that can te l l un about i t . l>e have therefore
uspd the experiments reporteo earlier in this paper to
find values of the huat transfer coefficient. In
analyzing the experiments, we have assumed that the
heat transfer coefficient is a constant, independent
of both time and local teripcraturt* difference.

Shown In Fig. 9 are typical propagation velocities
measured in both hare wire and in wire insulated bv
Formvar, Also shown in Fir. 9 are a series of calcu-
lated curves, e-nch of which corresponds to the value of
the heat transfer coefficient attached Co ic . The
solid curves have b«inn calculated numerically using f'-ie
extended Keilln-Altov thenrv. The dotted curves have
been obtained by Interpolation or extrapolation using
linear regression of I vs In h for fixed v.

In the case of the curves for the bare wire, the
only contribution tc the he.it transfer coefficient is
fron the helium boundary liyer. In the case of the
Insulated wire, there is an additional contribution
from the Forir.var layer. The heat transfer coefficient
attached to the theoretical curves represents an over-
all heat transfer coefficient, and In order to rrr. the
helium boundary layer coefficient i t is necessary to



.^rove the contribution from the Formvar., The thermal
' conduct ivlty of t'orravar is 6.'<xlO W era K at 4.2K
and varies only slowly with temperaturtO^i). The heat
transfer coefficient of the Formvar laver is obtained
by dividing i t s thermal conductivity by i t s thickness
and is 0.42 W en"* K~*. The aim of the reciprocals of
the helium boundary layer dnd the Formvar heat trans-
fer coefficients i s the reciprocal of the overall heat
transfer coeff ic ient .

The experimental peines for the Insulated wire in
Fig. 9 can be f i t ted falvly well by a single unique
choice of overall heat '.ransfer coeff icient . On the

other hand, i t i s clear that no single heat transfer
coefficient can ever reproduce the experimental points
for the bare wire and in order to f i t the experiments
the heat transfer coefficient must be allowed to vary
with current. Rather than attempt to correlate the
heat transfer coefficient vith current we have chosen
to correlate i t with the heat flux that would flow
through the surface of the wire i f the superconductor
were entirely normal. It should be emphasized that
3uch a correlation i s s t r i c t ly empirical.

Shown in Fig. 10 i s the helium boundary layer coef-
f ic ient plotted against heat flux. From the magnitude
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Fig. 9. Comparison nf Theory and Experiment at 6.5 T.

— Fig. 10. Heat Transfer Coeff ic ient in Helium Film.

of the boundary layer c o e f f i c i e n t , i t seems l i k e l y
that heat transfer near the propagating front proceeds
by nucleate b o i l i n g . I n t e r e s t i n g l y , the least -squares
l ine shown in Fig . 10 predicts a helium boundary layer
c o e f f i c i e n t c lose to 0 .3 of that predicted by
Kutaceladze's c o r r e l a t i o n ( 1 7 ) .

F ina l ly , ca l cu la t ions carried out for zero heat
transfer Irom the conductor y i e l d much greater propa-
gation v e l o c i t i e s then are treasured in the completely
potted samples, supporting the supposit ion that a l o t
of heat i s de l ivered to the pott ing mater ia l .
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